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DOOR LOOPS & POWER TRANSFERS

All products usually available ex-stock except those marked with *. Call for lead time.
Additional manufacturers carriage charges may apply for * items.
No charge for split boxes, but please try to order boxed quantity multiples where possible.

ZFLEX CONCEALED DOOR LOOPS
Whereas typical flexible door loops are surface mounted and remain constantly visible, the patented  
ZFLEX-C uniquely slides into the door and frame completely concealing itself when the door is closed.  
Designed essentially for hollow metal doors, the ZFLEX-C is a low cost method of having concealed 
power transfer from the frame to the door. Designed for continuous and butt hinge applications the 
ZFLEX-C’s aesthetic appeal will benefit retrofits and new installations alike.

Stocked with silver anodised aluminium end caps, the ZFLEX-C is 152mm long offering up to 180° 
opening when used with standard butt hinges. Also available in the range to special order is the standard 
unit with black end caps, a model with one end fixed for installations with a solid / filled frame and finally 
extended patterns for pivot doors. All options can be supplied with silver or black end caps. 

To fit this product it will be necessary to drill 16mm diameter holes in the edge of the door and the 
frame stop. Please ensure that the hole in the door does not compromise the structural integrity of the 
door. It will be necessary to select a location in the frame that avoids the ZFLEX-C making contact with 
any reinforcement or anchoring brackets in the frame. The electrical wire must slide freely within the 
armoured cable to avoid flexing and straining.
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 � Concealed door loop.

 � Standard finish silver aluminium.

 � Also available in black finish.

 � Designed for hollow metal doors.

 � Electrical wire slides freely within the armoured cable.

 � Durable finish.

 � Easy Installation.

 � Variable mounting locations.

 � Special 6.4mm flexible armoured conduit.

 � Up to 180° opening when used with standard hinges.

 � 152mm long for use with butt hinges.

 � 305mm long for use with pivots, one side extended.

 � 457mm long for use with pivots, both sides extended.

FOR DOORS HUNG ON STANDARD BUTT HINGES, 152MM LONG

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY

ZFLEX-C-ALU
152mm length with silver anodised aluminium finish 
end caps

10

ZFLEX-C-BLK 152mm length with black finish end caps 10

ZFLEX-C-ALU-FX*
152mm length with silver anodised aluminium finish 
end caps (1 side fixed to create complete concealment 
in the opposing side)

10

ZFLEX-C-BLK-FX*
152mm length with black finish end caps (1 side fixed 
to create complete concealment in the opposing side)

10

FOR DOORS MOUNTED ON PIVOTS, 305MM AND 457MM LONG

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY

ZFLEX-C-ALU-EXT*
305mm length with silver anodised aluminium finish 
end caps, door side fixed, frame side extended

10

ZFLEX-C-BLK-EXT*
305mm length with black finish end caps, door side 
fixed, frame side extended

10

ZFLEX-C-ALU-EXT2*
457mm length with silver anodised aluminium finish 
end caps, door side fixed, both sides extended

10

ZFLEX-C-BLK-EXT2*
457mm length with black finish end caps, door side 
fixed, both sides extended

10
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